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How to Paint a  

Dog Mouth 

 
Type: Real-Time 
Time: 10-Minutes 
Medium: Acrylic 
Level: Beginner 
 
Canvas Prep: 
 

1. Paint the mouth first or last. That is entirely up to the artist. 
2. Sketch the mouth in graphite pencil using reference photo. 

 
Section #1: Outline the mouth in black. 

 
1. Using a detail brush, outline your sketch using black. 
2. Determine the light source to help pinpoint your darkest areas. 
3. Common Darkest Areas: Gap between tongue and teeth, 

clevis on tongue, back towards the throat. 
4. Determine mouth using thin layer of black. 
5. Using black to create darkest shadows in towards the back of 

the throat. 
6. Separate and define all teeth visible in your reference photo. 

 
Section Notes: I recommend a minimum of 3-reference photos when 
painting pets. 
 
Section #2: Paint the dogs tongue. 
 

1. Mix the darkest color of the tongue and apply while black paint 
is still wet. 
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2. Blend wet into wet on canvas. 
3. Use edge of medium flat brush. 
4. To lighten up my paint as I add more 

layers to the tongue, I used portrait pink 
and permanent red. 

5. Artist Tip: I find it easier to blend paint in small areas while it’s 
still wet directly on the canvas. Opposed to mixing every color 
ahead of time on my paint pallette. 

6. Note: The edge of the tongue will often be darker than the top 
surface of the front of the tongue. 

7. Create a darker pink/reddish color to capture the shadows from 
the teeth. 

8. Add the final highlights last to the tongue using pink tone. I 
used portrait pink. 
 

Section Notes: Don’t be afraid to use a range of smaller brushes when 
painting inside the mouth. 
 
Section #3: Paint the gums and lips. 

 
1. Create a dark grey using Mars Black and Titanium White. 
2. Note: Some dogs may have some brown, red, or tan colors in 

the lips. Always reference photo/s. 
3. Gradually add more layers from dark to light. This may involve 

around 2-5 layers depending on the light source and how much 
detail you want to add. 

4. Artist Tip: Between layers it helps to redefine the gums with 
black or your darkest tone. 
 

Section Notes: When I refer to the lips I mean the skin around the gums. 
The gums are touching the teeth. 
 
Section #4: Paint the teeth. 
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1. Artist Tip: Tooth color will depend greatly 

on the dogs age and health. 
2. Artist Tip: Since teeth are so small, paint 

the entire tooth with the darkest tone and then gradually layer 
from dark to light. 
 

Section Notes: Redefine lips and gums using darkest tone. In my case I 
used black. 
 

Need Help? 
 
If you would like feedback, advice, and/or would like to share your work 
with me, go right ahead! My email is linked below. 
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How to Paint a  

Dogs Mouth 
 
Materials List: Materials will vary depending on color and breed of dog. 
 

A. Acrylic Paint 
a. Portrait Pink 
b. Permanent Red 
c. Mars Black 
d. Naples Yellow 
e. Raw Sienna 
f. Titanium White 

 
B. Paint Brushes 

a. Micro round detail brush 
b. Small detail brush 
c. Medium and/or small flat brush 

 
C. Canvas 

 
D. Water 

a. Plastic cup or glass jar of water 
 

E. Paint Pallet 
a. Glass paint pallette 
b. Metal bowl 
c. Paper plate 

 
F. Other Materials 

a. Paper towel or old cloth 
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